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$1. INTRODUCTION 
LET M be an n-dimensional, closed, compact, connected, C”-manifold. Let Z~ : M + BO 
be the classifying map for the stable tangent bundle of M; 0 is the infinite orthogonal group 
and BO is its classifying space. Recall that H*(BO; Z,) is a polynomial algebra over Z, on 
the universal Stiefel-Whitney classes, IV,, W2, .:. . Define Z,,(O, 2) c H*(BO; Z,), the ideal 
of relations among the Stiefel-Whitney classes for n-dimensional manifolds, by 
Z,(O, 2) = fl Ker rrl;” , 
where the intersection is taken over all n-dimensional, closed, compact, connected, C”- 
manifolds. 
The main results of this paper are the complete determination of ZJO, 2) and the similar 
ideal for orientable manifolds. The known results in this direction are as follows. Dold [7] 
computed Z,(O, 2)“, the relations in dimension n. Stong and Brown [4] proved that 
Z,(O, 2)k = 0 if k 6 n/2. Massey [8] has shown that v”-q E Z,(O,2) for certainvalues of n and 
q depending on expansions of n in powers of two. 
It is clear from the work of Wu [15] that Z,(O, 2) contains many elements for algebraic 
reasons, i.e. Poincare duality and the properties of Steenrod squares. For example, if 
vi E H’(B0; Z,) is defined by Wi = i Sq’(ui_ j), Wu shows that Sq’(x) =z~(uJ-x for all 
j=O 
x E w-'(M;Z,), where A4 is as above. Hence, if i >n/2, z~(vJ*x = 0 for all 
x E H”-‘(M; Z,), and thus zz(vi) = 0 for all M by Poincart duality. Therefore vi E Z,(O, 2) 
for i > n/2. In $5 we define Z, (alg.) to be the ideal of relations arising from such algebraic 
considerations and show that Z,, (alg.) = Z,,(O, 2). 
In order to state our main theorem, we define a right action of the Steenrod algebra A 
on H*(BO; Z,) by the following formula: 
where h E H*(BO; Z,) and x is the canonical antiautomorphism of A. In $6 we show that 
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this is a well.-defined right action. Then our main theorem (Theorem 3.5) states that 
I”(0, 2) = c (H’(B0; Z,))Sq’ 
Zj>n-i 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In 82 we generalize the problem to groups 
other than 0 and primes other than 2. We then outline a general technique for studying 
these more general situations and prove some preliminary results. In $3 and @ we study 
the cases BO and BSO respectively, with P = 2 in both cases. In $5 we deal with the algebraic 
relations. Throughout sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 we leave out many proofs which we then 
complete in sections 6 and 7. In $8 we define right-left algebras and study some of their 
properties. 
Most of the results in $3 and $5 were announced in [5]. In the sequel we will consider 
the cases BSO with p > 2 and BU with p arbitrary. 
$2. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND OUTLINE! OF THE TECHNIQUES 
Throughout this paper, ‘manifold’ will mean a compact P-manifold with a fieman- 
nian structure. H*(X) will denote the singular cohomology of X with coefficients Z,, where 
p is a prime which will remain constant during a discussion. If C is a graded group, C* will 
denote the graded group given by (C*)* = Hom(C,, Z,). 
Let 0 = U 0, be the infinite orthogonal group and let a0 = (EO, 0, n, BO) be its universal 
principal bundle. Let BG be a CW-complex and let h : BG -+ BO be a map. (We have in 
mind that BG is BO, BSO, BU, etc. with h as the obvious map.) If M is an n-manifold, 70, 
will denote the principal 0 bundle associated to the tangent bundle of M; i.e. if V is the 
bundle space of the bundle of orthonormal n-frames over M, then the bundle space of 
20, is I/ x 0 with (UCL, b) and (0, c$) identified for u E V, CI E O,, and /I E 0. Note that left 
translation in 0 by the (n + 1) x (n + 1)-matrix 
\ 
-1, 
induces an automorphism of ~0,; we denote this automorphism by 6. 
DEFINTION (2.1). M admits a G-structure (or, more accurately, an h-structure) if there is 
a bundle map g : 70, + h*(90). S UC a bundle map will be called a G-structure on M. h 
gicr : M -+ BG will denote the map on the base spaces given by g and go will be denoted by -9. 
Note that hg, = zlci : M + BO. 
Define I,(G, p) c H*(BG) by 
UG, P) = CI Ker s;l’l, 
(MA 
where the intersection is taken over all pairs (M, g) such that M is a closed, connected, 
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n-manifold and g is a G-structure on M. (We remark that using the process of doubling a 
manifold with boundary, one may easily prove that I,(G,p) would be unaltered if the 
above intersection were taken over all (M, g), where M is an n-dimensional manifold.) 
Following the techniques of Conner and Floyd [6], we define bordism groups d,(X; G), 
for a space X and a map h : BG --) BO as follows. If M is a component of aN, let j be the 
bundle map from the n-frames of M to the (n + 1)-frames of N which assigns to each n-frame 
vr, v2 ,... , v, the frame vl, v2, . . . , v,, u where u is the unit outward normal. j induces a 
bundle map j : 70, + 70, and hence if g is a G-structure on N, gj is a G-structure on M 
which we denote by glM. C&(X; G) is the set of equivalence classes of triples (M, g,f), 
where M is a closed n-manifold, g is a G-structure on M and f: M --f X. (Ml, gl,fi) 
is equivalent to (M,, g2,_&) if there is a triple (N, g,f) such that aN = Ml u M,, 
91 = glM,,g2 = -(glMJ, andfi =fIMiy for i = 1,2. 
Using standard arguments [6], one can show that this is an equivalence relation and that 
Q,(X; G) is an abelian group under disjoint union. Note that &(X; SO) and Q(X; 0) are 
the groups Q,(X) and N,,(X) as defined in [6]. 
If h : BG + BO admits a lifting /i : BG + BSO, we choose a fixed lifting i;. If g is a 
G-structure on M, h_ defines an orientation on M which, if M is closed, we denote by 
ME H,(M; 2,). If no lifting exists, we will always assume p = 2 and M E H,(M; 2,) will 
denote the mod 2 fundamental class. 
Let K(Z,, q) be an Eilenberg-MacLane space and let cB E H4(K(Z,, q)) denote the 
canonical class. Define 
+, : ff*@G) --f %W(Z,, 4); G)*, 
a homomorphism of degree q, by 
+,(u)(M, 9, f) = (gM* (u) *f*(c3)(M) E Z,. 
It is easy to check that tiq is well defined. 
LEMMA (2.2). I,,(G, p)q = Ker($,_,]Hg(BG)). 
Proof. u E I,(G, p)” if and only if g;(u) = 0 for all (M, g), if and only if 
(g$(u)*x)(M) = 0 for all (M, g) and x E H”-q(M), if and only if (g&(u)*f*(c”-q))(M) = 0 
for all (M, g) and f : M + K(Z,, n - q), if and only if $. _&) = 0. 
Let A be the mod p Steenrod algebra and let x : A + A be the canonical antiauto- 
morphism of A [lo]. Let M be a closed, connected manifold of dimension n. Adams [2] 
defines a right operation of A on H*(M) as follows. If u E H*(M) and a E A’, then 
(u)a E H’+@4) is the element determined by (u)a*v = u*a(v) for all v E H”-‘-j(M). In 96 
we associate to h : BG + BO a right operation of A on H*(BG) in such a way that if g is a 
G-structure on M, then g* M : H*(BG) --) H*(M) is a right A-homomorphism. In $6 we 
prove the following lemma, giving a closed formula for this operation when p = 2. 
LEMMA (2.3). Let vi E H’(B0) be defined as in $1. Let u E H*(BG). Then 
(u)X(Sq’) = jio h*(wj’i) *Sq’-‘(u) and 
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(U)Sq’ = jam h*(Uj)'X(Sq'-j)(U). 
Definetl(X) :H*(BG)OAH*(X)-,!i2,(X;G)*, a natural transformation of functors, by 
Nx>(u @.A u)(M, sJ-) = (&(u)*f*(a))(M) E 2, * 
It is immediate that 8 is well defined and is a natural transformation. Also, define 
ii, : H*(S) -+ H*(N) oA H*(K(Z,, q)) by A,(u) = u @.A 8. The following lemma follows 
immediately from the definitions : 
LEMMA (2.4). $, = 8(K(z,, q))Aq. 
Thus, to compute I,,(G, p), we must compute Ker B(K(Z,, n - q)). In the cases G = 0 or 
SO and p = 2, this is what we do in $3 and $4. For example, when G = 0 and p = 2, 8 is 
an equivalence. 
93. Zn(O,2) 
Throughout this and the next section, p = 2. In $6 we prove the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA (3.1). H*(BO) is a free right A-module. 
LEMMA (3.2). If X is a CW-complex with ajinite number of cells in each dimension, then 
e(X) :H*(BO)@,H*(X)-+Q,(X;O)* is an isomorphism. 
Thus I,,(O, 2)q = Ker(& _,IHq(BO)), where& +: H*(BO) --) H*(BO) ~8)~ H*(K(Zz,n - q)) 
is given by I,, _,(u) = u 0” cneq. 
Define Fn c H*(BO) by 
F” = c H’(BO)Sq’. 
Zjrn-1 
Let us note that F, c I,(O, 2). Let u E H’(BO), z E H”- ‘-j(M), and 2j > n - i. Then 
z,((u)Sq’)*z = z;(u)Sq’z = zG(u)*Sqj(z) = 0 for all z as j > dim z. Thus &((u)Sqj) = 0 
for all M. In $7 we prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA (3.3). F,, is closed under right A-operations. 
LEMMA (3.4). Let T, = (a E Ala(P) = 0). Then I,,(O, 2)q c c H’(BO)(T, _q)q-t. 
Proof Let {pi) be a basis for H*(BO) as a right A-moduIe. Let u E Hq(BO)*u = ‘&)a,. 
i 
A.,,(U)= C(/ii)ai @AC"-~ = C CLi @A ai(c"-3. Since {CLi} is a basis, 2, ,(u) = 0 if and only 
if ai E T,, --4 for each i. 
We are now in a position to prove our theorem describing I,(O, 2). 
THEOREM (3.5). 1,&O, 2) = F,. 
Proof. We have shown above that F, c I,(O, 2). By Lemma (3.4), if u E IJO, 2)“, then 
u = C(&)ai where ai E T,, _ q. Let a, = CSq’, where I = (iI , . . . , i,) is an admissible sequence. 
Then ai(c”-q) = 0 if and only if each Sq’(cn-q) = 0. This is true if and only if e(Z) = (iI - Zi,) 
+ . . . + (i,_l - 2iJ -I- i, = 2iI - n(Z) > n - q. Therefore n-dim pi = n -(q - n(Z)) < 2i,. 
Hence (pi)Sqil E Fn and by Lemma (3.3), (~i)Sq~ EF,. Thus u E F, and the theorem is 
proved. 
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COROLLARY (3.6). (a) I,,(O, 2)4 = 0 if 2q 5 n. (b) IJO, 2)” is generated by 
[Sq’ + u,](H”-‘(BO)) for i = 1 , . . . , n. (This due to Dold [7].) (c) IJO, 2)4 is generated by 
~[,+~+l ifq = W'l + 1 and b qnIzI+z y WI 'q,Jzl+19 and Q1(qn,2]+A ifs = WI + 2. 
Proof. (a) is obvious as i + j > n/2 if 2j > n - i. (b) and (c) are somewhat computa- 
tional and their proofs will be given in $7. 
We remark that in general IJO, 2) is strictly larger than the ideal in H*(BO) closed under 
the action of A on the left and on the right and generated by zli for 2i > n. For example 
(W,* W,)Sq’ E 18(0, 2) but does not belong to the ideal closed under both operations by A 
and generated by us, us, v7, and z’s . 
&L Zn(S0, 2) 
Define R(X) c H*(X) = H,(X)* by R(X) = Ker q*, where n : H,(X; 2) + H,(X; Z,) 
is reduction mod 2. In $6 we prove the following two lemmas, the analogs of LEMMAS (3.1) 
and (3.2): 
LEMMA (4.1). There are elements Pi E H”j(BS0) and Qj E H”“(BS0) such that H*(BSO), 
as a right A-module, is generated by {Pi, Qj} with (Pi)Sq’A = 0 as the only relations. Further- 
more {Pi} is the set of monomials in (WzJ2, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
LEMMA (4.2). Zf X is a CW-complex with afinite number of cell in each dimension, then 
the kernel of 0(X) : H*(BSO) @A H*(X) -+ R,(X; SO)* is generated by {Pi OAR(X)}. 
Recall that T, = (a E Ala(?) = O}. Define R, = (a E Ala(?) E R(K(Z,, s))}. Let 
P c H*(BSO) be the subalgebra generated by ( W2,J2, k = 1,2, . . . . Let 
F;r = C Hi (BSO) Sq’, 
Zj>n-i 
Our description of [“(SO, 2) is given by the following two theorems: 
THEOREM (4.3). I”(SO,2)4 = (F,S)4 + c (Pj)R;I;. 
Proof. Let u E H*(BSO).u = T @,)a; + 5 (Qj)a; . 
O&_~(ZJ) = OE (P&i @ACnmq + C (Qj)Ui @AC”-‘) = e& Pi OAai(c”-‘) + CQjBAaS(c”-L?) 
I i I j 
By LEMMAS (4.1) and (4.2), this last expression is zero if and only if each term is zero and 
hence if and only if ai E R, _q and aj E T, _ 4. By the same argument as in the proof of 
Theorem (3.9, (Qj)T:l,ml c (Pi)q. As in $3, it is easy to show that (Fi)’ c I,(SO, 2). This 
proves the theorem. 
THEOREMS (4.4). a E R, if and only if a = c Sq’, where I is admissible, and each Sqr E R,. 
Furthermore, the following is a complete list of those Sqt which belong to R,. (a) Sqr with 
e(I) > s. (b) Sq’ with i1 odd. (c) Sqt with Z = (il , . . . , it, it+1 , . . . , i,), 1 > 0, where 
. . 
11 = zz+i + . . . +i,+s,ij=2ij+,forj<landi,odd. (d)SqlwithZ=(i,,...,i,,i,+, i) 9.S.) I., 
I > 0, where i, = i,+i + . . . + i, + s, ii = 2ij+l for j < I, i, even and i,,, odd. 
Before proving Theorem (4.4), we note the following corollary: 
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COROLLARY (4.5). Zfn is odd, then Z,(SO, 2) = F," . 
Proof. (Pi)Sq* E Fi for type (a) in Theorem (4.4). (PJSq’ = 0 for type (b). For types 
(c) and (d), (q - nJ + (n - q) is even. Also, nit O(4). Thus n - n, + n,= O(2) if a term 
(Pi)Rglil is to appear. 
Proof of Theorem (4.4). It is easy to prove using standard methods in algebraic topology 
that R(X) is the image of the torsion elements in H*(X; 2) under q : H*(X; Z) + H*(X). 
Since H*(K(Z2, s); Z) has only elements of finite order, we need only find those Z such that 
,Sqr(cs) is in the image of Sql or some higher order Bockstein operation. If e(Z) > s, then 
Sq’ is of type (a). If e(Z) < s and Sq’ E R,, then SqlSqr(cs) # 0 if i, is even. Thus i, is odd 
and we obtain an element of type (b). If e(Z) = s, then by a result of Massey [8], 
Z= (il , . . . , it, il+l , . . . , i,), 2 > 0, i, = n(J) + S, ij = 2ij+l for j < Z, where .Z = (if+,, . . . , i,) 
and e(J) < s. (Note 1 and J are unique.) Thus Sq’(c”) = (SqJ(c3)2*. If il is odd, then 
Sq’(cs) = sq1[(sqJ(c~))2’-2*sqi~-1 s J ( q (P))] and we have type (c). If i, is even and il+ 1 is odd, 
then Sqr(c”) = Sq1[(SqJ(cs))21-1.Sqi1+1~1Sqi1+* . . . Sqir(c”)] and we have type (d). If il is 
even and il + 1 is even, then e(J) < s - 1 and thus (il + 1 + 1, il + 2 , . . . , i,) has excess less than s. 
Thus SqlSqJ(cs) is a polynomial generator of H*(K(Z,, s)) and it follows from [ll] that 
Sq*(P) = (SqJ(cs))21 has a non-trivial higher order Bockstein and hence cannot be in the 
image of a Bockstein operation. 
$5. ALGEBRAIC RELATIONS AMONG STIEFEL-WHITNEY CLASSES 
Throughout this section we assume p = 2. Let $ : A --f A @ A denote the diagonal map 
of the Steenrod algebra A [lo]. Let H be an unstable left algebra over the Hopf algebra A 
[lo], i.e. H is a graded, commutative algebra over Z, with unit and a left module over A 
such that 
(i) Sq’(h) = 
Oifdirnhci, 
h2 if dim h = i and 
(ii) a(h.h’) = Cui(h)*a;(h’) if $(a) = Cur @ a[. 
H will be called a Poincure’ algebra of dimension n if, in addition, H = f Hi, Z$” x Z, 
i=o 
and for each i, the multiplication map Hi @I H”-’ + H” is a dual pairing. Adams [2] defines 
a right action of A on H as follows: if h E Hi, u E A’, then (h)u E H’+j is the unique element 
such that (h)u*h’ = h*u(h’) for all h’ E H”-‘-j. The following lemma, due to Adams [2] 
follows from Corollary (8.6): 
LEMMA (5.1). Zf H is a Poincure’ algebra, then there is a unique right-left A-homomorphism 
zli : H*(BO) + H. 
We call zn the classifying map of H. Note that if Mis a closed manifold and Z~ : M -+ BO 
is the classifying map of its stable tangent bundle, then 7: = ralcMj. 
Let S c H*(BO) be an ideal and let Z&3, alg.) c H*(BO) be the ideal given by 
Z&S, alg.) = fi Ker z, 
H 
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where H varies over all n-dimensional Poincart algebras uch that zH(S) = 0. 
THEOREM (5.2). Z,(O, 2) = Z,(4, alg.) where 4 is the null set. 
Proof. Clearly Z,(4, alg.) c Z,(O, 2). By Theorem (3.9, ZJO, 2) is generated by elements 
of the form (u)Sqj where u E H’(B0) and 2j > n - i. Let H be a Poincare algebra of dimen- 
sion n. Then for all h’ E Hnmimi, z,((u)Sqj) .h’ = z&u). Sqj(h’) = 0 since dim h’ <j. Hence 
I,(O, 2) = I,(+, alg.). 
We next give a characterization of Z.(S, alg.). Let s be the smallest ideal in H*(BO) 
containing S and closed under the right and left operations by A. Let X = H*(BO)/S 
@ H*(K(Z, , n - q)). X is a left algebra over the Hopf algebra A.. Let Ui E H’(B0) be as 
in $1. 
THEOREM (5.3). u E Z,(S, alg.)q ifand only zy 
u x P-4 E j$l [Sqi + (Vi x 1) u lx”-! 
The proof will be given in 57. 
Let {zJ be a set of generators of S as an ideal. Let K = IIK(Z,, dim zi) and let 
k : BO + K be a map such that k*(ci) = Zi, where ci is the canonical generator of 
K(Z, , dim zJ. Let h : BS + BO be the fibration over BO with fibre QK and k as classifying 
map. Let Z,(S, geom.) = h*-‘(Z,,(S, 2)). It is easy to see that 
I,($ geom.) = fl Ker r& , 
M” 
where M runs over all n-dimensional, connected, closed manifolds with r;(S) = 0. Clearly 
I,,($ alg.) c I,(& geom.). Theorem (5.2) proves that I,($, alg.) = Z,(4, geom.). Using 
Theorems (4.3) and (4.4), we now prove a similar theorem for S = {IV,}, the ideal generated 
by WI. 
THEOREM (5.4). I,({ WI>, alg.) = I,,(( WI>, geom.). 
Proof. By Theorem (4.3), I,({ WI}, geom.)q =(FJ4 + C (Pj)RzIi + ( WI}4. Clearly 
F” c I,({ WI}, alg.) and {WI} c I,({ WI}, alg.). Let a E R:$ and p E P. Then zH((p)a)*z 
= z,(p).a(z) = z,&)*Sq%(z) = Sq’[z&)*fI(z)] = T& W,)*[z,(p).e(z)] = 0. This follows 
from the proof of Theorem (4.4) because if a E Ri7: and a(z) # 0, then a(z) = Sq%(z) for 
some (possibly unstable) cohomology operation 6 E H4-jTi(K(Zz ,j)) [IO]. Hence TH((p)a) 
= 0 for all H with zH( WI) = 0. Thus (Pj) RzIi c I,({ WI}, alg.). 
We conclude this section with an example to show that the equality of ZJS, alg.) and 
Z,(S, geom.) is not true in general. Let n = 32 and S equal the ideal generated by WI, 
W, , W, , W, , and W,, . The Poincare algebra H having one generator x in dimension 16 
and one generator x2 = Sq16(x) in dimension 32 has zH( WI,) # 0. However, for any 
32-dimensional manifold M with r;(S) = 0, Sq’(&(W,,)) = 0 for 1 5 i 5 15 by the Wu 
formulae. Thus, using a result of Adams [I], Sq16(zM( WI,)) = ~aij@ij*(z~(W16)). Since 
T&(WJ = 0 for 1 s i 5 15, &(vi) = 0 for 1 5 i 5 15, and aij must be zero when going to 
dimension 32. Thus z&( WI;) = 0 and WI; E Z,(S, geom.). 
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$6. RIGHT OPERATIONS BY A 
In this section we define right operations by A and prove Lemmas (2.3), (3.1), (3.2), 
(4.1) and (4.2). 
Let X be a space and let 5 be a k-plane bundle over X. If p > 2, we assume that r is 
oriented. Let T(c) be the Thorn space of 5 and let U E Hk(T(S)) be the Thorn class [12]. 
Recall that 7J. : H*(X) -+ H*(T(c)) is an isomorphism of degree k. We define a right opera- 
tion of A on H*(X) associated with l as follows. Let u E H*(X), a E A. Then @)a E H*(X) is 
the unique class such that U* (u)a = x(a)(U* u). 
LEMMA (6.1). (u)a = C(l)ai-x(a;)(u), where $(a) = Cur x a;. 
Proof. U*(u)u = x(u)(U-24) = Q(u:)(u)*x(u;)(u) = ~u*(l)u~~~(u;)(u) = U*(C(l a;* 
‘X( a!)(a)). 
LEMMA (6.2). Assume . : H*(X) 0 H*(Y) -+ H*(Z) is u degree preserving homomorphism 
satisfying the Cartun,formula. Let f : Sp’q’? --f Z and let u E HP(X), 21 E Hq( Y), a E A’. Then 
f*(n*uW) =f*(x(a)Wu). 
Proof. We prove this by induction on r. r = 0 is trivial. Assume it is true for dim a < r. 
Then 
0 =f*(u(u.u>) =f*(Cul(u).al,l(v)) =dimT<r f*(u*x(ul)a~(u)) +f*(a(u).v) = 
-f*(u *x(u)(u)) + f*(u(u) *v)’ because ~x(uf)u~ = 0. 
COROLLARY (6.3). If M is a closed, connected munijiold of dimension n (oriented ifP > 2) 
and H*(M) has the right operation of A associated with v, the normal bundle of M, then 
(u)u*a = u.u(u) for all u E Hq(M), u E H”-q-i(M), and a E A’. 
Proof. Let v be of dimension k. Recall that H,+,(T(v); Z,) z Zp is generated by a 
spherical class and let f : Sri+++ + T(v) represent this class. Then f *( U* (u)a . ZI) = f *(x(u)( U* u) 
*ZJ) = f *(U.u.u(u)) by Lemma (6.2). Hence (u)u*v = u*u(u). 
We next make H*(BG) into a right A-module in such a way that if g is a G-structure on 
M, gn”; is a right A-homomorphism. For each k, let vk be a (k + I)-plane bundle over 
BGk such that hlBGk : BGk -+ BO is the classifying map of the stable class of - vk. (Xk denotes 
the k skeleton of the complex X.) By completely standard arguments one shows that there 
is a right A structure on H*(BG) which, in dimensions less than k, is the right A structure on 
H*(BGk) given by vk . If g is a G-structure on a closed n-manifold M, then gM(M) c BGk 
for some large k and g;(vk) is equivalent to the normal bundle of M. Furthermore, the 
Thorn class and the Thorn isomorphism are functorial with respect to bundle maps. Hence 
by Corollary (6.3), gz is a right A-homomorphism. Similarly h* is a right A-homomorphism. 
For the remainder of this section, we assume that p = 2. 
Proof of Lemma (2.3). Because h* is a right A-homomorphism, we need, by Lemma 
(6.1), only prove (1)Sq’ = ui E H’(B0) and (l)x(Sq’) = ri E H’(B0). WU [15] shows that Vi 
is the unique class such that rz(ui) .x = Sq’(x) for all x E H”-‘(M) and all M. 
r$((l)Sq’)-x = rz(l)Sq’.x = rG(l)*Sq’(x) = Sq’(x) by Corollary (6.3). Hence (1)Sq’ = ui. 
One may easily prove that (l)x(Sq’) = Vi (see [9]). 
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proof of Lemma (3.1). In [12] Thorn proves that H*(MOJ is a free left A-module in 
dimensions less than 2k. But MO, has the same (2k - 1)-homotopy type as the Thorn space 
of vk, where BG = BO and vk is as above. Thus H*(BO) is a free right A-module. 
Proof of Lemma (3.2). Let H : x*(MO) + H,(MO) be the Hurewicz homomorphism 
followed by reduction mod 2. Here ?I* and H, denote the stable homotopy and homology 
of the spectrum MO [14]. Since MO is a product of K(Z, , i) spectra [12], there is a homomor- 
phism w : H,(MO) + z,(MO) = a&t; 0) such that wH = id. w* : R&t; 0)* + H*(MO) is 
a monomorphism and the image of w* is a basis for H*(MO) as a free left A-module. Let 
4 : H*(BO)+ H*(MO) be the Thorn-Gysin isomorphism. (Note that BO is a space and MO 
is a spectrum.) Then +-‘w*(n,(pt; 0)*) is a basis for H*(BO) as a free right A-module. 
Consider the natural transformation of functors e(X) : H*(BO) OA H*(X)+ R,(X; O)*. 
Since !&(X; 0) is a ZZ vector space, both functors are cohomology theories.; hence to show, 
8 is a natural equivalence, we need only show e(pt) is an isomorphism [3]. Since H*(BO) is a 
free right A-module, H*(BO) @A H*(pt) = 4-‘w*(l&(pt; O)*). It follows easily from the 
techniques of Thorn [12] that e(p+$-‘w* = id. This proves the lemma. 
We now turn to a similar study of BSO. Let h : BSO + BO be the usual map. Let 
MS0 = T@*(v)) and let 4 : H*(BSO) -+ H*(MSO) 4 H*(MSO) be the Thorn-Gysin 
isomorphism. Let Pi E H”‘(BS0; 2) and Qj E Hmj(BSO; Z,) be a collection of elements. 
{&(PJ, I} define a map t: MS0 -+ L, where L is a spectrum whose kth. term is 
Lk=nK(Z, ni+k) x nK(z2, mj + k) (see [14]). Wall [13] proves the following lemma: 
I j 
LEMMA (6.4). There exist classes Pi and Qj such that t, : nn,(MSO) + n,(L) is a 
C-isomorphism where C is the class ofJinite groups qf odd order. Also, t* : H*(L) + H*(MSO) 
is an isomorphism. 
Furthermore, it is not difficult to prove that one can choose {Pi} so that {Pi} is the set 
of monomials in the Pontrjagin classes. 
Proqf of Lemma (4.1). Take Pi to be Pi reduced mod 2. Then Lemma (4.1) follows 
immediately from Lemma (6.4) and the fact that the kth. Pontrjagin class reduced mod 2 
is (W,J’. 
Conner and Floyd [6] have defined an equivalence o(X) : Qz,(X; SO) --+ H,(X; MSO), 
where H,(X; MSO) denotes the generalized homology theory with coefficients in the 
spectrum MS0 [14]. The map t induces a natural transformation t(X) : H,(X; MSO) 
-, H,(X; L). 
LEMMA (6.5). Let X be a CW-complex with a$nite number of cells in each dimension. 
Then t(X)o(X) : sZ,(X; SO) -+ H,(X; L) is a C-isomorphism. 
ProoJ a(X) is an isomorphism. Hence we only need to show that t(X) is a C-iso- 
morphism. Using the methods of [14], it is enough to show that t(p) is a C-isomorphism. 
This is true by Lemma (6.4). 
Proof of Lemma (4.2). We will define 8’ : n,(L)* @H*(X) + H,(X; L)* and 
c’ : x,(L)* @ H*(X) + H*(BSO) aA H*(X) such that the following diagram is commutative : 
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n*(L)* @ H*(X) 4 H*(X ; L)* 
I b’ I O(‘ww)* em 
H*(BSO) @IA H*(X) - cl*(X; so>* 
Since t(X)cr(X)is a C-isomorphism by Lemma (6.9, (t(X)a(X))* is an isomorphism. Wewill 
show that rr’ is an epimorphism and hence Ker 0(X) = o’(Ker 6’). rc,(L) is a direct sum of 
groups Zci) in dimension n i and Zz(j) in dimension mj. Let q, Bj E n,(L)* be defined by 
q(s) = 1 ifs generates Zci) 
0 ifs generates Zci’) or Zy) for i’ # i 
pj(s) = 1 ifs generates ZV) 
0 if s generates Zp’) or Z”) for j’ # j. 
Define B’(cCi @ U)(X) = u(oL~(x)) and @‘(flj 0 U)(X) = U(pj(x))> where x E H*(X; L). Define 
~‘(a, @ 21) = Pi @A ZJ and a’(Pj @ u) = Qj OA U. Using the definition of a(X) [6], it is not 
hard to show that the above diagram is commutative. Since 
c’(C ai @ ai(u) + C Bj 0 ~$<a>) = T Pi @A ai + C Qj @A a;(u) 
I i j 
= (F (P&i + 1 (QjbJ) @AU, 
j 
we see that (T’ is an epimorphism. Finally, using standard methods in algebraic topology, 
one can easily check that Ker 8’ is generated by elements of the form Cli 8 v where v E R(X). 
Hence Ker 6(X) is generated by elements of the form Pi OA u where u E R(X). 
$7. SOME ALGEBRAIC LEMMAS 
In this section we prove Lemma (3.3) Corollary (3.6) and Theorem (5.3). We assume 
that p = 2 throughout this section. 
Proof of Lemma (3.3). Recall that F” c H*(BO) is defined by 
F, = c H’(BO)Sq’. 
2j>n-i 
Let u E H’(B0) and n - i < 2j. We prove that (u)SqjSqk E F,, by induction on k. Fork = 0 
it is obvious. It is true by definition of F, if n - i -j -c 2k. Hence we need only consider 
the cases 2k s II - i -j <j. Suppose it is true for k < I and 21 <j. Then, by the Adem 
relations, 
(upq’sq’ = (u)sq2’sqj-’ + (u) ,il .,Sqjf’Sq’-‘, 
where E, = 0 or 1. (u)Sqj+’ E F, , hence (u)Sq’+‘Sq’-’ E F” for t > 0 by induction. Also, 
n - i - 21< 2(j - I). Thus (u)Sq2’Sqj-’ E F, . This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA(~.~). (ul-u2)a = c (uI)u~~~(u~)(u2). 
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Proof. (ul~uz)u = c (l)a~~~(a~)(ui~uz> by Lemma (6.1), 
= c (l>a~~~((a;)j’)(u~)~~((u;);)(u,) = c (l>(a~‘:~~~((a~;;)(U~)~~(~;)(u~) 
by the coassociativity of $ = c (u&~~~(u~)(u,) byLemma (6.1). 
LEMMA (7.2). Let u E H1(X). Then x(Sqj)(u) = 0 unless j = 2’ - 1 fir some 
. rx(Sq 2r-1)(u) = u2’. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on j. j = 1 is true as x(Sql)(u) = Sq’(u) = u2. Let 
j=2’- 1. Then 
2.-2 r-l 
x@q2p-1>(u) = igO %I 
2r-1-ix(sq3(u) = sgo sq2’-‘-2”+‘(sq2”-1)(u) 
r-l 
=,gO Sq2’-2”(u2”) = Sq**-‘(u2’-‘) = u”. Let j + 2’ - 1 any r. 
The11 x(sqj)(u) = lg:Sqj-‘(Sq’)(u) = sgO Sqj-2”+‘(Sq2”-‘)(U) = &Sq’-2s”(u2s) = 0 
as Sq(u2’) = u2’+’ (see [lo]). 
Proqf of Corollary (3.6). (a) has been proven. To prove (b) we must show that if 
u E H@O), then 
(u)Sq” -j E i [Sq’ + Di u ](H"-'(BO)). TO do this note that 
i=l 
n-j 
(U)Sq”-j = i&0 (Sq’ + Vi U)(X(Sqn-i-i)(U)) if n - j > 0. 
(c) breaks up into cases. Let r = [n/2]. If i + j = r + 1 and 2j > n - i, then i = 0 and 
j=r+l. HenceI;~flisgeneratedby(l)Sqr+l=u,+,. Ifi+j=r+2and2j>n_i,then 
we have four possibilities: (1) i = 0 and j = r -t 2; (2) i = 1 and j = r + 1; (3) i = 2 and 
j = r, or (4) IZ is even, i = 3 and j = r - 1. In case (1) we obtain (1)Sqr+2 = v,+~. In case (2) 
we obtain (W1)Sqrfl = (l)SqlSqrfl = (r)v,+2. In case (3) we obtain (IV: + W2)Sqr 
= (l)Sq2Sqr = (l)Sqr+lSql + (;-1)(1)Sqr+2 = (Sq’ + WI u)(v,+,) + (;-‘)u,+~. Also,using 
Lemmas (7.1) and (7.2), we obtain 
(wf)sqr= i& (K)sq”(sqr-3(W,) = i Vifl’(S~r-?(K) 
i=O 
i even 
= if risodd. 
In case (4) we obtain (WI * WJSq’-1 = (l)Sq3Sq,_ l = (l)Sql(Sq’Sq’ + (; -Z)sq,+ ‘) 
= (r + l)(Sq’ + W, u)(v,+~) + (;-2)(r)v,+2. Also, we obtain (W: + W,)Sq’-’ 
= ( 1>sq2sq’sq,- 1 = (r)(l)Sq2Sqr = (r)(Sql + WI u)(v,+,) + (r)(;-1)v,+2. Finally we 
obtain (W*:)Sq’-l = (W:)SqlSqrU1 = (r)(v,+2 + WI ‘v,,,). 
The proof of Theorem (5.3) is along different lines from the proofs of the other results 
n this paper. We construct Poincare algebras having prescribed properties. 
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Proof of Theorem (5.3). Let L be the &-module generated by [Sq’ + vi@ 1 u)(X”-~). 
We first prove that if u @ cRm4 E L, then u Q I,($ alg.)q. Let H be an n-dimensional Poincare 
algebra such that rH(S) = 0. Then rli induces ? H : H*(BO)/& H. Letf: H*(K(Z, , n - q)) 
+ H. Then in(u)*f(~“-~) = c (Sqi + Zu(Ui)U)h: = 0 for all f and all H. Let f(c”-4) run 
through all elements of H”-4 [lo]; thus TH(a) = 0 by Poincare duality and u E I,($ alg.)q. To 
prove the converse, assume u @ end4 $L. We shall construct an n-dimensional Poincare 
algebra H with tH(u) # 0. Let z : X”-* Z, be such that z(L) = 0 and z(u @ c”-Il> # 0. Define 
Jc X by J’= {x1x*X”-’ c Ker z). J is obviousIy an ideal in X. We now show that J 
is closed under left operations by A. Let x E J’, we show Sqj(x) E Ji+j by induction onj. It is 
clear for j = 0. Assume true for k cj. Then, for any h E Xndi-j, Sqj(x).h = ,Sqj(x.h) 
j-l 
+ C Sq’(x).,Sq’-‘(h) = Sqj(x.h) mod Ker z by induction. However Sqj(x.h) G (oj @ 1) 
r=O 
*x*hmodKerzasz(L)=O. BUt(Uj~l).x.hEKerzasxEJi,andhenceSq’(x).hEKerz 
and ,Sqj(x) E J. Define H = X/J and let q : X--t H be the canonica1 map. H is cIearIy an 
unstable left algebra over the Hopf algebra A. To show that H satisfies Poincare duality, let 
h.H”-’ = 0 and let x E Xi be such that q(x) = h: Then x. X”-’ E J” = Ker Z, so x E J’ and 
q(x) = 0. Clearly ?(Ui @ 1) = (1)Sq’ E Hi and SO TH(h) = q(h 0 1). Finally ~(u 0 en-q) 
= r,(u)*~(l @ C”-q) # 0 so Q(U) # 0. 
$8. RIGHT-LEFT ALGEBRAS 
We have defined a right operation of A on certain unstable left algebras over the Hopf 
algebra A in two ways. In this section we define the general notion of a right-left algebra H 
over A and show that such are determined by the left module structure, the algebra structure, 
and a given left A-homomorphism rH . H*(BO) + H. Throughout this section we assume 
that p = 2. 
Let H be an unstable left algebra over the Hopf algebra A and a right module over A. 
We say that H is a right-left algebra over A if the following identity holds for all hi E H 
andaEA: 
(8.1) &*&)a = c (h&*XM’)(hz). 
We note that if we take hl = 1 in (8.1), we obtain the following identity: 
(8.2) (h)a = c (l)a;.X(ar)(h). 
This shows that the right operation by A, assuming it is a right operation, is determined by 
the left operation by A, the ring structure, and (1)a. If a = x(Sqr), we obtain the following 
identity :
(8.3) (MQ’) = ,to (l)~(~q’)~~q’-‘(h). 
LEMMA (8.4). If H is ‘an unstable left algebra over the Hopf algebra A and a right module 
over A satisfying (8.3), then H is a right-left algebra over A. 
Proof. By the proof of Lemma (7.1), it is enough to show that (8.2) is satisfied. Using 
the coassociativity of A and (8.3) it is not hard to show that (8.2) is satisfied for the Z,-basis, 
{x(Sq%. 
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One example of a right-left algebra over A is H*(X), where X has a given vector bundle 
over it (see $6 and Lemma (7.1)). Another example is a Poincare algebra.7 
Given a right-left algebra over A, define Vi = (1)Sq’ , 
wi = i sqj(vi_j), wo = 1, and 2 Wj*F_j=O if i>O. 
j=O j=O 
It is not difficult to prove that (l)x(Sq’) = vi. 
Let H be an unstable left algebra over the Hopf algebra A and let ui E Hi be given with 
u = o 1. We may attempt to make H into a right-left algebra over A by defining, as in (8.3), 
(8.4) (h)X(Sq? = iio ui’Sq’-i(h)* 
THEOREM (8.5). (8.4) makes H into a right-left algebra over A [f and only {fthe ui satisfy 
the formulae : 
(These formulae, due to Wu [15], hold for {FVi} or (Wi} in H*(BO).) 
Proof. Assume first that the Ui satisfy the Wu formulae. Let d be the free associative 
algebra generated by Sq’, i = 0, 1, . . . . Then (8.4) defines a right operation by A for each 
h E Hr. We must show that if R is a relation in A, then (h)R = 0. H*(BO) @ H*(K(Z, , r)) 
is a right-left algebra associated to the projection map h : BO x K(Z, , r) + BO, as in $6. 
Define f: H*(BO) 0 H*(K(Z, , r)) --f H on the polynomial generators as follows: 
( Vi @ 1) = ui and f(l, 0 Sq’(c’)) = Sq’(h). Extend f to be an algebra homomorphism 
f is a left A-homomorphism as the Ui satisfy the Wu formulae. f is a right homomorphism 
over A by definition. Hence (h)R =f((l 0 c’))R = f((1 0 c’)R) = f(0) = 0. Thus H is a 
right module over A satisfying (8.3). By Lemma (8.4), it is a right-left algebra over A. 
Conversely, assume that His a right-left algebra over A and that ui = (l)x(Sq’). Apply 
the Adem formula to 1 as follows: let s > t, 
(1)X(s42fSC?s) = (1)X(sC9X(sq2’) = (“s)X(s42? = ,$. ui*Sq2’-i(UJ- 
Also, 
(1)#q2’Sq”) = (1) j$o (” - t ;j - l)X(sqt-j)X(Sq’tJ+j) 
= i. ( 
s-t+j-1 
y )(I%- j)X(Sq'+'+ 9 
= i. (” - r;j - 1) f~~ojUi.S41+s+j-i(~i_j). 
Collecting terms we obtain an inductive formula for Sq*‘(u,) as a polznomial in the ur. 
Similarly, ,we obtain an inductive formula for Sq*‘+l (us). These formulae must be valid in 
t we have only shown that H*(M), where M is a closed manifold, is a right-left algebra over A ; the proof 
for a general Poincark algebra is not difficult and we leave it to the reader. 
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any right-left algebra H. Hence they must hold in H*(BO) with Ui = iVi. Thus the inductive 
formulae must be the Wu formulae. 
We have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY (8.6). Let H be a right-left algebra over A. Then there is a unique right-left 
homomorphism rH : H*(BO) --) H. 
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